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 “These are exciting times at�
CCS,” said the Rev. Bev Simpson,�
President of the United Church of�
Canada’s Conference of Manitoba�
and Northwestern Ontario. Bev was�
speaking at the Celebration of New�
Ministry for the Centre for Christian�
Studies, which was held on October�
2 at St. Matthew’s Church in�
Winnipeg. I hope that you enjoy the�
photos we have included in this�
issue. Thank you to all who attended�
or who sent wonderful messages�in�
absentia�.�
 These are indeed exciting times�
at CCS, full of challenge and�
opportunity. As I think about how�
things might unfold in the months�
and years ahead, I recall the words�

of Richard Rohr, who commented�
that all successes contain within�
them the seeds of failure, and all�
failures contain within them the�
seeds of success. Now beginning�
my third month as principal, I am�
aware that I stand on the shoulders�
of a succession of past principals of�
CCS and its predecessor schools, all�
of whom sowed a unique�
combination of the seeds of success�
and failure during their terms of�
office. I will no doubt do the same.�
 One of my goals during my time�
here is to define and build on the�
gifts and strengths of the Centre for�
Christian Studies. CCS’s roots lie in�
preparing women for mission and�
ministry in an era when women�

On Success and Failure, Composting and Growth�
By Maylanne Maybee�

Left�: CCS’s new principal, Maylanne�
Maybee, with the Rev. Paul Gehrs�
from the staff of the Evangelical�

Lutheran Church in Canada.�
Photo by Doreene Desrosiers�

weren’t being ordained or�
commissioned to parishes or�
pastoral charges. There is far more�
equality of opportunity in ministry�
now, but the shadow side of this�
“success” is that diaconal ministry –�
the kind that exemplifies service,�
advocacy and resourcefulness –�
continues to be relegated to a lower�
status in the eyes of some in�
academic and clerical circles. For�
me the seeds of success would be�
sprouting if more seekers in the�
Anglican and United Churches saw�
diaconal ministry as a positive�
opportunity, and chose CCS as the�
place to test and pursue it. Seekers�
need to know what is distinctive�
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about our education, and we need to�
be intentional about continuing to be�
distinctive!�
 Diversifying the delivery of our�
program, I believe, is key to�
attracting students both within and�
beyond the United Church of�
Canada. I have much to learn about�
the landscape of theological�
education and how it is made�
available to students, and even more�
to learn about CCS’s program. But I�
do know a great deal about the�
Anglican diaconate, a mostly non-�
stipendiary (i.e., voluntary) ministry�
for which a four-year diploma�
program is unrealistic.�
 CCS has developed a successful�
community-based model of�
education that balances residential�
learning with on-the-job and local�
experience. The seeds of continuing�
success lie in discovering how (or�
even whether) this excellent�
program could be offered in a way�
that would benefit a wider audience�
without compromising the quality of�
the program or creating a two-tiered�
student body. The seeds of failure?�
These lie, perhaps, in continuing the�
approaches that led to past successes�
without regard to changing�
circumstances, making no changes�
to our current program, its content�
or delivery.�

 Hand in hand with diversifying�
delivery is the challenge of�
developing our constituency –�
maintaining CCS’s core focus on�
diaconal formation, while also�
appealing to other groups of leaders�
in churches and faith communities.�
Examples might include local�
leadership teams, Anglican-United�
shared ministries, and�
congregational leaders outside the�
urban, middle-class norm. It’s not�
difficult to envisage the seeds of�
failure: an absence of diversity, a�
resistance to adapting our�
organizational culture to newcomers�
or, at the other extreme, an�
overwhelming influx of a new and�
entirely different body of students.�
 If we at CCS were to ignore our�
roots in favour of relevance, if we�
were to weaken our diploma�
program in favour of short-term�
courses, or improve our program by�
increments but not adapt it to new�
trends, there wouldn’t be much to�
celebrate. We are an institution of�
learning that values the spiral of�
action and reflection, the interplay�
of success and failure, of�
composting and growth, which�
ultimately lead to and reveal the�
pearl of great price that gives us a�
reason for being.�
[Maylanne is Principal of CCS.]�

Left� (l to r): Archbishop Fred�
Hiltz (Primate), Archdeacon�
Jim Boyles (Central Council�

Co-Chair), and former Acting�
Principal Charlotte Caron at�

the Celebration of New�
Ministry on October 2.�

Photo by Doreene Desrosiers�

Homecoming and More:�
Notes from the Centre�
By Marc Desrosiers�

You won’t want to miss our�
120th anniversary homecoming�
weekend, which will be taking place�
in Winnipeg on June 16-17, 2012.�
Be sure to join us for this�
celebration of diaconal ministry in�
Canada.�
 Homecoming weekend will�
include class reunions, distinguished�
speakers and guests, a community�
celebration, worship, and many,�
many surprises.�
 As a special feature, CCS will�
be broadcasting live 24/7 for one�
month in 2012. Be sure to listen as�
we share the history of diaconal�
ministry, CCS and our graduates�
both locally (via radio station�
CJNU, 107.9FM, www.cjnu.ca) and�
globally (via streaming internet�
audio).�
 Watch for details coming soon,�
but most of all, hold and reserve the�
dates!�

*  *  *�
 Are you receiving�Common�
Threads�, our bi-weekly electronic�
newsletter? If not, you’re missing�
out on some great community-�
building stories and important CCS�
information. If you’d like to receive�
it, just drop me a line at�
mdesrosiers@ccsonline.ca.�
[Marc is Development and�
Community Relations Coordinator�
at CCS.]�
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Honouring a Place of Hope, Healing and Strength�
By Ted Dodd�
 On October 16, I was privileged�
to represent CCS at the closure�
ceremonies of the Dr. Jessie�
Saulteaux Resource Centre�
(DJSRC). For 27 years, since 1984,�
DJSRC has trained aboriginal�
leaders in the dual paths of�
Christian ministry and traditional�
native spirituality. As of October 1,�
DJSRC was amalgamated with one�
of the other United Church�
theological schools, the Francis�
Sandy Theological Centre, to�
become the Sandy Saulteaux�
Spiritual Centre. �
 The closing ceremonies were an�
emotional experience and included�
a sharing circle. Much of the history�
was rehearsed as stories were told.�
The first director, Alf Dumont,�
talked about the early days when�
the school was in Fort Qu’Appelle,�
and about the move to Winnipeg,�
which included a short stay at St.�
John’s College, then a painful�
experience trying to locate in�
Woodhaven. The proposal to situate�
in this suburban area of Winnipeg�
was met by an ugly racist response�
from many of the residents of that�
neighbourhood. Alf reflected that�
the elders and leaders of DJSRC�
met that struggle with grace,�
conviction and dignity. In the end, a�
certain spirit of strength and clarity�
coalesced, and the struggle�
mobilized a number of supporters�
for DJSRC. The confrontation led�

to a new, and very appropriate,�
location on the banks of the�
Brokenhead River. The new Sandy�
Saulteaux Spiritual Centre will�
continue to be located in this same�
pastoral spot outside of Beausejour,�
Manitoba.�
 I was working at the United�
Church Conference office in those�
days when DJSRC was getting�
started and moved to Beausejour,�
and I was involved in a number of�
annual rally days we called O�
Creator. One year, some 400 people�
attended this intergenerational and�
intercultural event, learning about�
indigenous traditions and�
spirituality. I read this remarkable�
turnout as a tangible sign of support�
and an incarnate and declarative�
“no” to racism. �
 As a closing on that day we�
participated in a four directions�

prayer. In the east, a Japanese�
woman was recruited to lead us in�
those prayers and readings; in the�
south, a visitor from Nicaragua led;�
in the west, a M�é�tis woman; in the�
north, a Caucasian child. In my�
heart and soul, it was, and remains,�
both a visual symbol of the�
possibility of interracial cooperation�
and a commitment to live into that�
vision.�
 I was honoured to recognize, on�
behalf of CCS, the rich contribution�
that DJSRC has made to our church�
– how much learning has been�
shared, and how much they have�
added to healing and reconciliation�
– and to extend hopes and blessing�
for the continuing ministry of the�
new Sandy Saulteaux Spiritual�
Centre.�
[Ted is part of the Program Staff at�
CCS.]�

Right�: Recent CCS student�
Michelle Creedy upon horse friend�

Zach. Michelle recently wrote an�
article for�Common Threads�

encouraging the Pastoral Care�
Theme Year students “to be curious�
about the pastoral relationships that�

can be built with animals.”�
Michelle has completed three theme�
years in the CCS diploma program.�
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 At the intersection of politics�
and the church lies the ecumenical,�
left-leaning social justice�
organization Kairos, which made�
national headlines last year when�
the Harper government cut its public�
funding. To learn more about this�
organization, and to get a sense of�
its impact, I spoke with several�
CCS-affiliated folks about their�
involvement with Kairos through�
the years. Our conversations also�
veered into questions of politics and�
the church more broadly.�
 I first spoke with Mary�
McNairnay, who lives in Winnipeg�
and took the Leadership�
Development Module at CCS�
several years ago. For about 14�
years, Mary has belonged to River�
Heights Kairos, one of at least three�
Kairos groups in Winnipeg. About�
8-10 people from various�
denominations regularly attend this�
group’s monthly meetings, and�
Mary represents them at Kairos’�
regional level. The River Heights�

group typically aims to educate�
local congregations about one�
Kairos theme per year, making use�
of materials provided by the�
national body. One year it put on a�
play called “Bakesale for Big Oil”�
to suggest how ridiculous it is that�
government subsidizes the wealthy�
corporations that produce oil and�
gas. This past year it focused on�
Kairos’ national campaign to�
encourage the federal government to�
implement the UN Declaration on�
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,�
which Canada endorsed in�
November 2010, drawing attention�
to such issues as the need for clean�
water on reserves and consultation�
with First Nations before approving�
mining operations on their�
traditional lands. The River Heights�
group also meets with their local�
M.P.�
 Mary loves the solidarity of�
Kairos, and sees Kairos as her�
church. “I always felt this is our�
mandate as Christians – to work for�

justice in the world – and this is the�
place to do it,” she says. From her�
involvement in Kairos, Mary has�
been well educated on such issues as�
fair trade, sweatshop labour, the oil�
sands, and the conduct of Canadian�
mining companies internationally,�
and notes that she and other�
members of the River Heights group�
have gained skills and confidence�
from meeting with their M.P.�
“Everything I’ve learned about�
political activism I learned through�
Kairos,” she says.�
 Like Mary, Penny Lewis (A84)�
has been with her local Kairos�
group – Kairos Dufferin, north of�
Toronto – for 14 years. I met Penny�
in late September at a regional�
Kairos meeting in Ancaster,�
Ontario, where she told me her story�
of being awakened to social justice�
work while studying at CCS about�
30 years ago. Penny had grown up�
in a home where charity was�
important, but at CCS she learned�
that in addition to doing such�
charitable work as bringing food to�
food banks, it was important to�
analyze the structural roots of�
poverty. After leaving CCS Penny�
continued her education, was�
ordained as an Anglican priest, and�
served in a storefront ministry in�
Flemingdon Park, where she�
primarily helped people on an�
individual level. To engage with the�
bigger picture and make use of the�
analytical skills she had learned at�
CCS, she also joined the Women in�
Economic Justice Committee of�
Kairos, and served for a while on�
the Kairos Board.�
 Now retired, Penny describes�
why Kairos Dufferin has become an�

Exploring Kairos through its CCS Connections�
By Bob McMillan�

Left�: Nap time at the Integrating�
Year Fall Learning Circle.�

Photo by Scott Douglas�

Continued on page 5�
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important part of her life. “It keeps�
me grounded,” she says. “One of the�
great things ... is that we’re with�
like-minded folks. When you’re�
with like-minded people you’re re-�
energized. ... The level of energy at�
our Kairos meetings is wonderful.”�
Like River Heights Kairos, Kairos�
Dufferin provides local education�
about Kairos’ major theme of the�
year, and meets with the local M.P.�
But do they make a difference? “I�
don’t know,” Penny replies�
thoughtfully. “It doesn’t feel like�
worthless work. I often talk about�
water dripping on stone – we’re�
called to be drops. We’re called to�
do this work. ... There’s a sense�
with all of us in our Kairos group�
that we really are supported by�
Kairos downtown [the national�
body], and it’s from them that we�
get our direction, and together we�
struggle to do God’s work in the�
world ... We work towards trying to�
make a just society so that all can�
have life and have it abundantly.”�
 At this same conference I met�
Kathy Toivanen, a diaconal minister�
at Erin Mills United Church in�
Mississauga, who was named a�
Companion of CCS in 2010. Kathy�
is not a member of a local Kairos�
group, but has made frequent use of�
Kairos resources in her�
congregational work, especially�
those resources dealing with climate�

change, creation and indigenous�
peoples. Kathy often incorporates�
political issues into her sermons,�
noting that she doesn’t harangue�
people, but rather encourages them�
to see the world through different�
lenses. Using the work of the�
prophets and Jesus’ message about�
the kin-dom of God, she�
emphasizes that working for social�
justice is a Scripturally grounded�
message. Kathy also believes that�
spirituality brings an important�
dimension to social justice work.�
“In the secular world, it’s all up to�
us. In the world of faith, we have�
that connection with the spirit of�
God that, if we’re open to it,�
infuses us with a certain kind of�
energy, and lifts us up so we can�
see differently.”�
 A strong supporter of Kairos�
initiatives, Kathy has one concern�
about the organization: its aging�
demographic. She worries about�
who will carry on its important�
work in the future. “It’s not a�
critique, but a question: [how can�
we] engage younger people in this�
sort of work?”�
 Like Kathy, Beth Baskin (A90)�
is not involved with Kairos locally.�
Rather, she has done various pieces�
of contract work for the�
organization, and has sat on its�
Education Committee. She notes�
that while there are no formal�
institutional ties between CCS and�

Kairos, many individuals who were�
educated at CCS also get involved�
with Kairos, probably because they�
have a similar practical, social�
justice-oriented focus. For Beth,�
Kairos’ most important work is�
educational, bringing global issues�
“into the pews, hearts and homes of�
people in Canada.”�
 In addition to opening people’s�
hearts, Beth feels that Kairos also�
has helped to make a tangible�
difference in the lives of oppressed�
peoples. She believes that Kairos�
and other faith groups can take�
much of the credit for the fair trade�
movement’s success, and suggests�
that the Indian Residential Schools�
Truth and Reconcilation�
Commission might never have been�
formed without pressure from�
Kairos and the churches.�
 My conversations and my�
experience at the Kairos meeting�
left me encouraged by some�
people’s passionate engagement in�
social justice work. In our largely�
complacent middle class church�
there are some vestiges of the�
prophetic tradition, and Kairos�
seems to be one of them.�
[Bob is a CCS student, currently�
taking a Reflection Year after�
completing his first Theme Year. He�
is also editor of�Tapestry�.]�

Above�: The Pastoral Care�
Fall Learning Circle.�

Photo by Liz Bachmann�

Continued from page 4�
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 This week, Scott led us in our�
regular Wednesday morning staff�
worship. With his usual provocative�
and creative style, he had placed,�
around the rainbow candle,�
photographs of the four party�
leaders facing the provincial�
election on October 4.  In�
juxtaposition to the visual images,�
we read two biblical passages. In the�
verses from Romans 13, the apostle�
Paul encouraged the ancient readers�
of the epistle to be “subject to the�
governing authorities” because “the�
authorities that exist have been�
instituted by God.” As a staff, in our�
time of reflection, some of us�
questioned that logic; we could all�
think of examples of leaders in�
power who were not holy, sacred or�
in any way divine. Paul’s argument�
seemed to support a submissive�
acquiescence to the status quo and�
social convention; we could all�
imagine ways that the world�
desperately needs changing.�
However, we pondered the�
possibility that Paul was pastorally�
worried for his people who faced�
persecution. Or maybe his argument�
left room for prophetically�

questioning authority when it was�
not “of God” (e.g., when authority�
was tyrannical, cruel, unjust or�
oppressive). Or perhaps Paul was�
mystically embracing some�
prayerful reality deeper than the�
presenting surface, and this enabled�
him to see the possibility of love�
and goodness even in the face of its�
opposites.�
 The previous Sunday, I had�
been in Toronto where I led a�
workshop/orientation for the small�
group of volunteers related to a�
student’s field placement. By way of�
opening reflection, we participated�
in a short worship that included�
excerpts from a speech that�
Lutheran deaconess and former�
president of World Diakonia, Louise�
Williams, had presented in 2002. In�
reviewing images of diakonia,�
Louise discussed the bowl and�
towel, saying, “Diakonia spans the�
whole spectrum from washing feet�
on bended knee to standing on tip�
toes and prophetically challenging�
the principalities and powers.” One�
of the participants was concerned�
about the foot washing image of�
diaconal ministry when it is framed�

in terms of doormat servility, and�
voiced appreciation for Louise’s�
inclusion, alongside the bended�
knee, of tip-toe challenging.  It�
seems to me an important point; we�
somehow have to discern and�
integrate our responsibilities as�
pastors and as prophets. Our�
vocation demands a blessed mix of�
challenge and support, outrage and�
love, action and reflection, politics�
and prayer.�
 I love the work of Walter Wink�
and his description of Jesus’�
ministry and preaching as a call to a�
realm of non-violence and non-�
domination. Wink talks about Jesus’�
ability in conflict situations to�
imagine and embody a third way�
between fight and flight. Again and�
again, Jesus is able to use humour,�
humanity and ingenuity in his�
dealings with domineering�
authorities. According to Wink,�
“turn the other cheek” is not a�
commendation of cowardly�
capitulation, but an encouragement�
to show courageous defiance in the�
face of aggression. Wink contends�
that “going the extra mile” is not a�
recipe for bad boundaries, but rather�
a creative way to confront power�
imbalance by calling into question�
the unfairness of unreasonable�
requests. Jesus imagines an�
alternative empire. He envisions a�
counter-cultural reversal of the�
competitive, cut throat, vengeful�
environment in which he lived, and�
in which I would say we continue to�
exist. I find this dream of a different�
gospel way very compelling.�
 As I go to the polls this fall, my�
list of issues and concerns rolls out�

Concerns Roll Out Like a Litany of Longing�
By Ted Dodd�

Left�: Ted with the students of the�
Leadership Development Module�

that was held this August in�
Tatamagouche, Nova Scotia.�

Continued on page 7�
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like a litany of longing. I want my�
politicians to be worried about the�
environment and climate change. I�
hope that we can maintain�
compassionate and universal health�
care and education systems. I am�
troubled about the racism and�
homophobia and sexism that�
continue in our culture.  I don’t�
understand “solutions” to crime and�
violence that only seem to propose�

more violation. I wish that action on�
poverty would emerge as a crucial�
agenda item. Our diaconal ancestors�
served in the middle of the mess of�
the world. Our present work and�
volunteer commitments often place�
us in the midst of the marginalized�
and the broken-hearted. We know�
the pain of real people. Suffering�
has a face in the people we support,�
accompany, and attempt to be in�
solidarity with. The work dealing�

with individuals and families�
requires an open heart and a caring�
presence. At the same time we need�
to see and address the systemic�
realities that perpetuate anguish and�
affliction. It is an integral part of�
our calling to advocate for justice�
and to incite compassion in the�
public realm.�
[Ted is part of the Program Staff at�
CCS.]�

All the Best for Your Retirement, Charlotte!�
 Friends and colleagues gathered at Woodsworth�
House on June 29 to honour Charlotte Caron, who was�
retiring from her role of Acting Principal at the end of�
July. Earlier that day, CCS staff had enjoyed lunch at�
the Fort Whyte Centre, one of Charlotte’s favourite�
bird-watching sites. During the past year, Charlotte�
brought her gifts of stability, wisdom, hard work and�
gracious leadership to CCS. Thank you!�

Some of the many people who stopped in for Charlotte’s�
celebration.�Left�(l to r): two neighbours with�

Gwenna Moss.�Above�(l to r): Sherri McConnell,�
Norah McMurtry, Beth Rutherford.�Below left� (l to r):�

Lori Stewart, Liz Bachmann.�Below� (l to r):�
Wanda Yamamota, Ken Delisle, Alison Norberg.�

For a photo of Charlotte post-retirement, see page 2.�
Photos by Marc Desrosiers�

Continued from page 6�
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 Thirty-one participants from�
around the world participated in the�
World Council of Churches (WCC)�
Consultation on Prophetic Diakonia�
from December 13-15, 2010, in�
Utrecht, the Netherlands. I was�
delighted to participate and offer�
perspectives arising from my�
experience working in the public�
witness portfolio at the General�
Council Office of the United Church�
of Canada, and from my sense of�
diaconal identity and mission�
formed in the Canadian context.�
 The consultation, which in large�
part consisted of the presentation of�
theological papers and responses,�
recommended many strategies to�
strengthen prophetic diakonia (the�
justice-making mission of the�
church). These included�
empowering local congregations,�
encouraging gender and social�
analysis, connecting diakonia more�
integrally to the mission of the�
church, articulating the differences�
between professional social work�
and diakonia, and identifying our�
motivation with kin-dom values that�
challenge and inspire. It also�
recommended developing online�
networks of churches and other�
organizations for sharing best�
practices, experiences and analysis.�
Another suggestion was to�
encourage contextually based�
theological reflection that makes use�
of liberation, feminist and post-�
colonial theology, while challenging�
the church to move beyond the�
service model of diakonia to address�
the root causes of injustice.�
Education in prophetic diakonia was�
identified as a top priority, with�
training both in seminaries and at�
the local, grassroots level.�
 Even though prophetic diakonia�
was named as the central theme of�
the consultation,�sometimes the�
prophetic element seemed lost in the�
discussion of service by church�

organizations, or divorced from�
other church ministries. I felt that�
the need for a more holistic�
approach to the churches’�
engagement in ministry and mission�
was not addressed sufficiently.�
There was mention of “diaconal�
methodology” and “praxis,” but�
these were not modelled in this�
consultation nor discussed much in�
presentations. Time for discussion�
was limited, so it was difficult to�
delve into issues such as the�
professionalization of diakonia, the�
role of diakonia in the church’s�
ongoing self-critique and�
transformation, and the difference�
between service and justice-making�
roles.�

 Yet in spite of this, it was�
wonderful to connect more�
informally with WCC staff and�
participants from other regions to�
hear how they understand and�
practise prophetic diakonia. I also�
appreciated the hospitality of the�
Protestant Church in the�
Netherlands, which hosted the�
consultation and offered daily�
worship that grounded our work.�
Formal presentations provided an�
excellent theological basis for�
discussing prophetic diakonia and�
for understanding some of the many�
ways that it is lived out in the�
churches and organizations around�
the world.�
 As I reflected on the state of�
prophetic diakonia in the United�
Church of Canada, I identified many�

challenges, including the present�
confusion about the word “mission,”�
the tendency toward a privatized�
and domesticated interpretation of�
the gospel, the gap between the�
world of community ministries and�
the world of congregations, and�
colonial and neo-colonial attitudes�
that foster racism and white�
privilege. Other challenges include�
the survival mentality of our�
declining church, government�
attitudes resistant to prophetic�
voices in church and civil society,�
and the lack of engaged citizenship�
and shrinking democratic space in�
Canada.�
 Through our discussions and�
planning in Utrecht, an ancient�
peace-making city of Europe, I felt�
encouraged and emboldened. I�
heard about the church’s work for�
peace, human rights and ecological�
sustainability in Sri Lanka, South�
Africa, Cuba, China, Korea and�
other countries. I rejoice that,�
through the initiative and leadership�
of the WCC, many churches were�
able to gather together to consult,�
share and learn from each other�
about the present realities and�
challenges of the work of prophetic�
diakonia. With new energy and new�
WCC organizational strategies in�
place, we commissioned each other�
to return home to our distinctive yet�
shared ministries of living out God’s�
love and justice.�
[Barbara Lloyd (U94) is the�
Program Coordinator Public�
Witness of the Partners in Mission�
Unit for the United Church of�
Canada. She was involved in the�
transition of CCS from Toronto to�
Winnipeg.]�

Emboldening Consultation on Prophetic Diakonia�
By Barbara Lloyd�

Above�: This ecumenical symbol is part of�
the logo used by the World Council of�
Churches. The church is represented as a�

boat on the ocean of the world, with a cross�
as the mast. The Greek word�oikoumene�

means “the whole inhabited earth.”�
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 Did you ever think about�
becoming a chaplain in Canada’s�
Armed Forces? As a diaconal�
minister, do you feel called to�
provide a ministry of service,�
education and pastoral care to the�
women and men who serve our�
country and the world? It’s a�
ministry some diaconal ministers�
have felt called into, but a call that�
no diaconal minister is able to�
fulfill. Simply put, diaconal�
ministers from the United Church�
of Canada do not meet the standards�
set by Canada’s military. The�
standards are drafted by the�
Interfaith Committee on Canadian�
Military Chaplaincy, an advisory�
committee to the Armed Forces,�
which is composed of clergy from a�
number of denominations. That�
committee, and consequently the�
military, has decided to bar United�
Church diaconal ministers from�
chaplaincy in the Armed Forces.�
 One can argue about the�
appropriateness of the position at�
all, given our understanding and�
adherence to God’s call to love and�
the current drift of the Armed�
Forces into armed conflict, but�
United Church chaplains do serve�
in the military. As long as that is the�
case, it seems inappropriate that the�
United Church, which maintains�
“one ministry with two faces,”�
accepts the position adopted by the�
committee and upheld by the�
military.�
 There are technical details, of�
course. The committee has set�
standards for educational�
requirements which must be met,�
regardless of denomination, but�
there are diaconal ministers who�
more than meet those standards.�
Chaplains need to be fairly fit, and�
ready to address their own response�
to men and women acting under�
threat and responding to the orders�

of their political masters. But�
those requirements regard the�
individual.�
 United Church diaconal�
ministers, some of whom desire to�
serve our country and our brothers�
and sisters in the military as�
chaplains, are thought by the�
military and its advisory�
committee to be less than�
adequate to the purpose, not�
because of our education (some of�
us have doctorates), nor because�
we lack a proper perspective on�
the role of the military (some of�
us want to serve as chaplains and�
have thought through the�
ramifications of doing so), but�
because we are diaconal ministers.�
For denominations like ours with�
an ordaining tradition, the�
committee has decided that�
ordination is a�
requirement.�
 As a fairly newly�
minted diaconal�
minister who serves in�
B.C., I haven’t found�
myself to be regularly�
discriminated against�
by virtue of my�
position or training.�
On the contrary, I�
have been invited to�
serve our church in�
any number of ways,�
both at Presbytery and�
Conference, and have�
been accepted by the�
community at large�
and other members of�
our ministerial�
association as a�
representative of the�
ministry of our�
denomination. I am,�
therefore, a bit�
mystified by the�
attitude of the�
military’s advisory�

Diaconal Ministers Need Not Apply�
By Keith Simmonds�

committee, especially when they are�
having difficulty recruiting United�
Church ministers as chaplains.�
Some of us have all of the�
qualifications necessary, and are fit�
to serve in every sense of the word,�
except for our annoying insistence�
on being commissioned to a�
ministry of education, service and�
pastoral care.�
[Keith (U08) lives in Trail, B.C.,�
and is a diaconal minister in�
Kootenay Presbytery.]�

Below�: Congratulations to Beatrice Leslie�
Doidge (U41), who turned 100 on�

September 28. When attending the United�
Church Training School, Beatrice dreamed�

of being a missionary. After graduating,�
she had her only assignment as a�

missionary, nursing for 2-3 years in Battle�
River Hospital in northeastern Alberta,�

where she met her future husband. They�
went on to have four children.�
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Our Annual Appeal: Come Grow with Us�
By Marc Desrosiers and Brian Faurschou�
 These are exciting times at�
CCS. Come grow with us!�
 A new principal, the celebration�
of our 120th anniversary year in�
2012, improvements to our building,�
our ongoing work with leadership�
development, theological education,�
and preparing women and men for a�
ministry of transforming the world�–�
these are just some of the reasons�
there is a buzz at the Centre for�
Christian Studies.�
 But that is just the beginning!�
More important still is the impact�
that CCS has on lives, on the church�
and in the world. The message is�
repeated again and again by our�
graduates and supporters, and is best�
expressed in the words of donors�
such as Barbara Barnett, who writes,�
“Our graduates and students engage�
thoughtfully with their faith and are�
ready to journey with a church that�
is in the world, not apart from the�

world, and that is why I support�
CCS.”�
 We invite you to join us in�
sowing seeds of growth, helping us�
to strengthen our financial aid to�
students, to develop new and�
relevant academic programming,�
and to ensure that our students learn�
in an environment that reflects our�
commitment to excellence. We ask�
you to continue to believe in our�
ministry, just like Vicki McPhee, a�
student and member of Central�
Council. Vicki writes, “I support the�
life and spirit of CCS because I�
believe the diaconate exemplifies�
how the ministry of Jesus can be�
lived out in our modern times.�
Please join with me in supporting�
CCS in their efforts to train and�
ready people for the different�
ministries of today’s world.”�
 Please support CCS in this�
annual appeal. If you have already�

given this year,�
thank you.�
Please consider�
a top-up gift, a�

Centre for Christian Studies�

Our Justice Stance�
 We are committed to include people in the CCS�
community regardless of gender, class, race, sexual�
orientation, age or disability. Understanding that�
sexuality is a gift from God, we commit ourselves to�
study and accept that gift. As a community, we strive to�
stand in solidarity with the poor and other marginalized�
groups as we work for social justice.�

Our Theological Stance�
 The life and work of CCS proceed from an�
understanding that God is acting in our lives and that we�
are called to work with God to help bring about a world�
of justice and peace. As progressive Christians, we are�
inspired by the timeless spiritual truths expressed in the�
Bible.�

Our Educational Stance�
 At CCS, we try to establish a non-competitive, non-�
hierarchical, non-violent, non-domineering learning�
environment. We hold a vision of education where each�
student’s voice is recognized as having something�
valuable to offer to others’ learning. While aiming to be�
inclusive and accessible, our program is also�
challenging and rigorous.�

confirmation of an estate (legacy)�
gift, or a transfer of shares or�
financial instruments. It all helps.�
 Your generous support in the�
past has helped us, and without it�
we would not have been able to live�
out our mission. Come grow with�
us. Together our faculty, staff,�
graduates and students thank you for�
prayerfully and generously helping�
us plant financial seeds of growth�
for CCS.�
 In October a personal Annual�
Appeal letter will be mailed to you.�
Please be watching for it. For�
immediate assistance in giving,�
please contact us directly at 204-�
783-4490 or ccsonline.ca.�
 Thank you, and may God bless.�
[Marc Desrosiers is Development�
and Community Relations Co-�
ordinator at CCS. Brian Faurschou�
is volunteer treasurer on CCS�
Central Council.]�

Congratulations to baby Keith on�
the occasion of his birth, and to�
parents Pat Macklem and gwen�

McAllister.�
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Please complete and return with your gift.�
Your income tax receipt and complimentary gift will be sent to you in appreciation.�

Yes,� I will pray for�–� and financially support�–� the�Centre for Christian Studies� and its ministries�
 of pastoral care, education and social transformation.�

  Name____________________________ Address______________________________________________�

  Telephone/e-mail_________________________________________________________________________�

  Gift amount: $_____________ Method of Payment: ____cheque (payable to the Centre for Christian Studies)�
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Thank you from the Centre for Christian Studies!�
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Passages�
Births:�
Congratulations to�gwen McAllister�
and her partner,�Pat Macklem�, on�
the birth of a baby boy,�Keith�, on�
September 18, 2011. gwen is�
currently taking a Reflection Year�
after her third Theme Year, and has�
recently been Chair of the�
Communications Committee.�

Deaths:�
Doreen Church�, who was recently�
an Anglican lay representative on�
the Program Committee and on�
Central Council, died on July 3,�
2011, in Regina.�

Editorial Note�
By Bob McMillan�
 This is my last issue as editor of�
Tapestry�; I have recently decided to�
return to full-time work.�
 I believe that CCS, with its�
inclusiveness, joy, openness, kind�
humour, gentleness, creativity, non-�
competitive approach to education,�
commitment to justice, and focus on�
spiritual growth, embodies the best�
of what the United and Anglican�
Churches have to offer Canada and�
the world. Of course it’s not perfect,�
but no institution ever is. I think that�
as an editorial committee we have�
tried to put together a publication�

Audrey Cornell� (U52), a long-time�
high school science teacher, died in�
Truro, Nova Scotia, on October 2,�
2011.�

Lawrence Moon� died on August�
21, 2011, at the age of 84. A�
pioneer in helping to establish�
diaconal ministry in the United�
Church, he served as minister at�
North Hill and Riverview United in�
Calgary, then at First United in�
Victoria. In responding to the needs�
of the disadvantaged in Victoria’s�
inner city, he helped to found the�
Open Door Ministry.�

that reflects these various�
characteristics. Hopefully those�
who come across an issue of�
Tapestry�get a sense of what CCS is�
all about.�
 Thank you to everyone who has�
contributed articles, photos and�
artwork, attended editorial�
meetings, answered many requests�
for information, and helped in a�
myriad of other ways. It’s been�
great to be part of this community�
effort with such a lovely group of�
people.�
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Here are some examples of how�
your donation to CCS might be used:�

•�a gift of $25/month� = $300 each year will pay for�
 annual library periodicals�

•�a gift of $50/month� = $600 each year will help us�
 acquire new liturgical music and texts�

•�a 120th anniversary gift of $120/month� =�
 $1,440 each year will cover the City of Winnipeg�
 property taxes�

•�a gift of $150/month� = $1,800 will help replace�
 aging computers, monitors and other teaching aids�

•�a gift of $200/month� = $2,400 will provide�
 indispensable operating funds for our ministry�

•�gifts of $10,000 or more� are directed into the CCS�
 Endowment Fund and/or student awards�

Thank you for your generosity from�
the Centre for Christian Studies�

Annual General Meeting�
 Our AGM will be held on February 29,�

2012, at the Centre for Christian Studies in�
Winnipeg. Everyone is invited to attend.�

Leadership Development Module�
This intensive two-week course is an introduction�

to Centre for Christian Studies diploma and year-long�
certificate programs. Using a participatory process,�
we explore such topics as group dynamics,�
facilitation, conflict resolution and learning styles.�
Participants work in groups to design and lead�
worship and workshops, and come to know�
themselves better through various exercises in self-�
development.�
 In 2012 we are running two LDMs:�
June 4-16� at Shiloh-Sixth Avenue United Church in�
  New Westminster, BC; and�
August 13-25� at CCS in Winnipeg, MB.�
 For info about the application�
process, deadlines and tuition�
fees, please contact us�
at info@ccsonline.ca� For more about CCS’s�

unique programs in�

Christian leadership,�

call 204-783-4490, e-mail�

info@ccsonline.ca or�

check out our website�

at www.ccsonline.ca�


